Robin Hood, Future shows make Spring Sing history

by GABRIELLE PRUTT

student writer

Saturday, April 23, was a historic night in Spring Sing performance. The 18th-20th century songs were presented in a unique way, bringing together the best of both worlds. The performance was a testament to the creativity and dedication of the student body and faculty. It was a night of music, history, and entertainment that will be remembered for years to come.

HUs new academic structure

by LAUREN BUCHER

features editor

Harding is undergoing an administrative paradigm shift, streamlining organization.

"This is the biggest change since Harding became a university in 1979," Larry Long, vice president for academic affairs, said that this happened in 1997, because we looked at each college and said, 'We are no longer the small college. Our programs have developed in the past years and are now in demand. So we need us to organize in new ways. What's really going on?'

"The administration decided to add a new college, the College of Allied Health, to a new academic structure, the Center for Health Science," Long said. "This structural change is a response to that growth.

"This structure matches what Harding looks like today," Long said. "It is apparent we are able to shape the future through the structure, and it would allow us to make our move potential to do the very thing, rather than restrict that kind of growth. We have come up to speed to where we are, look at the big picture, and think about what we are."

"It's the College of Nursing, the College of Pharmacy and the College of Allied Health will fall under the organizational umbrella of the Center for Health Science. The College of Allied Health will encompass the Communication and Disorders Programs, the Physical Therapy Program and the College of Allied Health," Long added.

"They didn't really have a place where their voices as Health Science students could have their full range and a voice," Long said.

"Now, there will be three separate tiers of organization: the undergraduate programs, the Center for Health Science and graduate and professional programs," Long continued.

With increasing focus on the health field, Long said that this change concerns about this growth will be at the expense of the undergraduates.

"This structure will put new emphasis on liberal arts," Long said. "I am excited to support our students who have good ideas and an emphasis. This is an opportunity to do what we have been doing.
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Students steep in tea’s global origins
by TIFFANY P. JONES

As many students start their post-graduation journey this May, a group of future communication College students will embark on an eight-week international study tour to explore the world through a common purview of the coffee shop.


The tour, which is the first of its kind for Hardin-Simmons, was made possible through the support of the Provost’s Office and the College of Communication.


Provost: College, departments reorganized

CONTINUED FROM PG. 1A

Previously, communication disorders and visual media design and theatre programs formed the College of Communication. With communication disorders being merged into the Center for Health Sciences, administration decided to reorganize communication departments and enhance communication by aligning all academic programs within the Liberal Arts and Humanities and the College of Communication.

"Our goal is that the College of Arts and Humanities will not affect the social sciences, but that the new College of Communication will influence the social sciences," said Dr. Mike Ramsey, vice president for academic affairs.

The communication department is looking to improve the social sciences.

The College of Communication will include the departments of broadcasting, communication disorders, public relations and theatre.

"This will give us a comprehensive and well-rounded program that we can offer students," said Dr. Ramsey.

Both Ramsey and Dr. Homey Cooper, director of broadcasting, were appointed as the co-chairs of the new College of Communication.

"The new College of Communication will have a strong focus on health communication and will be an important part of the university," said Ramsey.

The College of Communication will offer a new major in health communication.

Dr. H. Roger Cooper, professor of broadcasting and director of public relations, said the new College of Communication will allow the university to offer a stronger and more comprehensive program of study.

The new College of Communication will also offer a master’s degree in health communication.

"This will give us the opportunity to offer a more comprehensive program to students," said Cooper.
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If you can't talk about human rights without talking about human beings, then I don't wanna have any discussions to go on.


I can lean back and relax. It's comforting that one doesn't have to worry about Great Britain's preposterous unalike opinion.

KAPIN VOGLER, who by the account of some visiting journalists, serves on the editorial board of the US-China.”

The Old Man and The Old Valley

Are you still writing an opinion article? At first, I thought the answer was yes. Maybe I just love the idea of expressing my feelings in black print across the opinion pages before. But now I realize the problem grows deeper than that. I am scared of my own opinion.

Tiffany P. Jones
Head copy editor

Staff Space

I have never really felt compelled to express my feelings in black print across the opinion pages before. But now I realize the problem grows deeper than that. I am scared of my own opinion.

kyle akins
Staff Space

How could I research the gender gap in the opinion pages if I was near my partner's life? I have never really felt compelled to express my feelings in black print across the opinion pages before. But now I realize the problem grows deeper than that. I am scared of my own opinion.

Sarah Kyle serves as the editor-in-chief of the 2011-2012 Bison. She may be contacted at skyle@harding.edu.

If someone asks me why I'm not a superhero, I tell them I am. I am a superhero.

I have always been a superhero.

I am a superhero.

Sarah Kyle serves as the editor-in-chief of the 2011-2012 Bison. She may be contacted at skyle@harding.edu.
The only term that most applies when you graduate.

Call it an independent study.

“If you don’t think that he is a golden boy of destiny and his name is probably Zach, you aren’t bring back the Harding train. This is what I’ve come to hear. Your time at Harding is as good as you want it to be. Despite the fact that the course content of a particular course, or my approach to a topic, may not be to your liking, please take a moment to let us know how we’re doing. Maney and I know that good looks around in that super-tight top and those pants that give you an OK. We all have to. Walking around in loose clothing. You look like a shapeless blob that is out of touch. Give your body a break and dress it in clothes that fit. It’s fits. This is probably the hardest thing of the year again, when your resume is in a sorry state.

It is that time of the year again, when your experience is directly related to your attitude.
Figu ring out sports and sales

If you have been a faithful reader of "White Water's Edge," you probably have figured something out: I'm exactly the best sportswriter in the world.

I think the sports editor position to help out with the weekly column isn't the only one that overrates the company's need and the office's need for quality. Yes, they thought that nobody would notice if they had a sports section editor with a phony degree.

But what the seven faulted editors at this publication really needed was some ESPN smarts. I could have given you background on both major and minor "Star Wars" trivia, and I could have talked to you about coming to a game, great game, and I spent most of that bench warmer daydreaming.

Fortunately, a kid who spent more time moving through different schools, soccer, baseball, and football, to a rock and roll into "sportswriting." While I learned the fine art of game overmatch, athletes writing and computer technique, my sports writing, slightly off, but not too bad, the column members somewhat didn't dislike me. If you need more other sports columns, they are all available for pick-up after school in the guidance office. I would believe it to be the greatest sportswriter on earth. This player should be so happy that I wrote this article, if not, a total waste of time. Most, however, consist of quick sportsology下游的讨论，做决定的“... sports” would play and nowhere in the low decades.

So I felt I was expected to write a sports column, a daily one, and had to come up with ideas on my own. I didn't have any idea about how to write a sports column, especially when it came to making predictions, reviews, or critiques.

So I followed in the footsteps of what you think: I have no idea what to write about. No, but first of all, I have to go work for a Christian publishing company, a place where I will have to put God into sports columns, to do it right. And there is plenty of material to be found in the world of sports, if I had to give a hint of what Harding's athletic event that I have seen some pretty amazing stories. In every season, I have enjoyed my little columns the sports with most interest, and I am sure being more informative on actual news. I've read that you've found something interesting and some wise sportswriting, in the norm for sports columns.

J. M. ADKISON

While Warming the Bench

Tennis teams serve up another great training facility

by WHITNEY DIXON student writer

The tennis teams may be over for the current tennis year in the Bisons 2011-2012 season, but the tennis courts are still in place.

"The teams will be back in full strength for the Bisons 2012-2013 season," tennis coach Jennifer Riehl said. "We still have some solid players that are waiting for us to set the course, and we're going to win, a whole game."

"Next year's season and the future tennis season will be the best," Jennifer Riehl said.

The tennis courts are a great addition to the Harding sports, and we're looking forward to see who our new coach plans on bringing in for next year's season.

"We will have a new coach for next year's season, and we're looking forward to see who our new coach plans on bringing in for next year's season."

"With the new coach, we will have a new team that is more skilled and more experienced, and we're looking forward to see who our new coach plans on bringing in for next year's season."

"I think the new coach will have a new team that is more skilled and more experienced, and we're looking forward to see who our new coach plans on bringing in for next year's season."
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"I think the new coach will have a new team that is more skilled and more experienced, and we're looking forward to see who our new coach plans on bringing in for next year's season."

"I think the new coach will have a new team that is more skilled and more experienced, and we're looking forward to see who our new coach plans on bringing in for next year's season."

Chairman

By the way, at the end of the season, the tennis teams will be back in full strength for the Bisons 2012-2013 season, and we're looking forward to see who our new coach plans on bringing in for next year's season.
The women's team entered at eighth place with 320 points, making this the first victory in the South Region meet.

In track and field events for the men's team include: Koren's victories in the 1,500, 3,000, and 5,000-meter races; senior Ed-Bell provisionally qualified for the NCAA Outdoor meet in the 800 and 1,500-meter events; and the men's 4x400-meter relay team provisionally qualified for the 2012 NCAA Indoor meet.

Achievements for the women's team at regionals include freshman Keerthi Chakravarthi's victory in the long jump and sophomore Tiffany Clabough's victory in the high jump.

GSC North Region Championship in Huntsville, Alabama, on Saturday, April 27

Kayla M. Kesten

Track team dominates regionals, looks to nationals

by CARLY KESTER

copy editor

The Harding University men's and women's track and field teams are headed into nationals with a lot to be proud of. With sweeps at University of Montevallo in the South Region, the GSC, South Region, and the entire nation, with the exception of the SEC, the GSC athletes are feeling good within.

This year's track team has a lot to be proud of as well, after being swept by a team that you've never heard of. "I mean, we had a lot of goals, but you're never going to get everything you want," said coach Matt Daniel.

"I think we're one of the best regional teams, so I'm not going to go into the nationals and win nationals, but I think we're going to do well," said Daniel.

"The team that we are going to nationals with is the best team we've ever had," said Daniel.

"We've got a lot of talent, but we also have a lot of depth," said Daniel.

"Our team is probably going to nationals with 12 individuals," said Daniel.
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"The team that we are going to nationals with is the best team we've ever had," said Daniel.
Learning the truth is just as inspiring.

... What I can recommend is that you get online and search for the story of Bethany Hamilton. What happened to her, how she coped and what she is now.

by J.L. ADKINS
sports editor

We will not see her, we are just not usually so eager to cure ourselves of our own & hear our own go silent. We all have heard of near-death experiences, where the body was dead and something was heard in heaven or heaven-like experiences occurring while we were alive. We all have heard of the book, or its author Dan Penn's, "Wimmin' In Heaven, St. Moses supposed resurrection to heaven and even hell. The latest near-death in the order of heaven and back adventures is a short, simple book called "Heaven is for Real." However, the person who claims to have visited heaven was not a 5-year old boy, but a 30-year old man, the author of Cabel Burton. The books written by this man in his youth group, with Cabel Underwood playing the youth group leader, is something many from a religious background could already relate.

"Heaven is for Real" by Cabel Burton describes a traumatic experience of Todd Burpo, his son, Colton, as a young boy. Colton had appendicitis and had to undergo an emergency appendectomy. Colton suddenly saw the image of Jesus, a little boy, with the most beautiful eyes and not long after, he was back from the operation and had seen Jesus. The book is written from Todd Burpo's point of view, as he tells about his heaven and heaven-like experiences occurring while he was alive. The latest near-death in the order of heaven and back adventures is a short, simple book called "Heaven is for Real." However, the person who claims to have visited heaven was not a 5-year old boy, but a 30-year old man, the author of Cabel Burton. The books written by this man in his youth group, with Cabel Underwood playing the youth group leader, is something many from a religious background could already relate.

"Heaven is for Real" by Cabel Burton describes a traumatic experience of Todd Burpo, his son, Colton, as a young boy. Colton had appendicitis and had to undergo an emergency appendectomy. Colton suddenly saw the image of Jesus, a little boy, with the most beautiful eyes and not long after, he was back from the operation and had seen Jesus. The book is written from Todd Burpo's point of view, as he tells about his heaven and heaven-like experiences occurring while he was alive. The latest near-death in the order of heaven and back adventures is a short, simple book called "Heaven is for Real." However, the person who claims to have visited heaven was not a 5-year old boy, but a 30-year old man, the author of Cabel Burton. The books written by this man in his youth group, with Cabel Underwood playing the youth group leader, is something many from a religious background could already relate.
Dear Freshmen,

Please refrain from using my books to dry your tears. If you think college tests are hard now, wait until next year.

Yours truly,
D is for Diploma

Want to submit your own "Yours Truly"? Use the format above to submit your own complaint, commentary or joke about something that happens in your life. Send submissions to jadkisol@harding.edu.